Honorary and Memorial gifts made to
Second Harvest Food Bank Santa Cruz County

In Honor of
June 1, 2019 to August 31, 2019

Catherine Forest from Stephen Zunes and Nanlouise Wolfe
Simon Barker from Francoise and Marc Seftel
Rosemarie Freitas from Rick and Nancy Freitas
Ken Kannappan from Shabnum and Sunil Sanghvi
Ari Cartun from Joani Mitchell
Susan Horger from Jane Burkhart
Lorraine Meusel from Cynthia White
Ann Bornstein’s birthday from Adam Hart and family
Nicholas Dybdahl from Adele and Thomas Kimple
In Memory of

Steve and Christine Holmlund from Sarah Mussulman
Rodney Carlson and Kate Vosper from Stephanie Lambretti

In Memory of

September 1, 2018 to August 31, 2019

Jeanette Pipe from Steve Pipe
Rosemarie Freitas from Richard Freitas
Alan Avner from Ralph Maltese
Bob Morales “La Bamba” from Beverly Mendheim
Ronald McIntosh from Marc Yellin
Frank and Georgia Baudino from Frank Baudino
Grandma Bert from Tibi McCann
Kris Peters from Sharon Fry
Ted Strahlstrom from Ed Wells
Thomas G. Hewett from Kathryn Tsudama
Wilma Taggart from Julia Maynard
Sherman Hauser from David DeLong
Bob Hulsey from Colette Schaefer
Marge Butterworth and Jeanette Parkison from Lynn and William Butterworth
In Memory of

Caridad Pasion from Sally Pasion
Victory Avey from Devin Avey
Jean Matthews from Darin Matthews

In loving memory of Pat & Dick Camp and Dana Greenwood, good people who cared about others from Maggie Camp

In loving memory of Elaine B. Steiner, who was very good with food from Andrea Steiner and David Draper

Thomas Chaffin from Lucy Lofrumento and Myron Brody and Gail Pellerin and Karen Hall

Tom Smith from Michael Lelieur

Takashi Shinoda from Lilinoe Manischalchi

Katie Pelucca from JoAnn Cymanski

Nancy Cooper from James Cooper

Christopher Levy from Jenna Johnson

Christopher Levy from Jennifer Levy

Punch/Cisco Gigi from Debbie Lewison

Liz Stetson McCluskey from Lilian Lane

Ray Lage from Ruth Lage and Katie Lage

Stan Phillips from Kathleen Van Der Maaten

Kelly Locke from James Locke

Charlotte and Phillip "A" Holmes from Susan Holmes

Denny Kettmann from Dorenda Kettmann

James Hober from Margo Hober

Mary Frey from Laura Karwick
In Memory of

Terry Tompkins from Christopher Berry
Debra Garcia from Natalie Garcia
Megan Soros from Meghan and Andrew Fague
Pat Sundamyer from Melody Randel
Betty Walker from Patricia Walker and David Brooks
Carol Johnson from Laura MacLeod
Edward and Joan Mickiewicz from Nanette Mickiewicz and Michael Ellison
Ann Joy from Justine Joy
David Hufnagle from William Martin
Jim Hayes from Charles Goodman
John F Armstrong from Julia Armstrong
Karen Sweetland from Patricia Henderson
Ali Kaghazchi from Adam Spickler
Skip Tara from Blaine and Connie Brokaw
Gary Erickson from Cameryn Erickson
Tom Helett from Erma Jo Hewett
Gayle Laird from Patricia Martin-Heath
Bob and Ann Elliott from Conal Elliott and Holly Croydon
Elizabeth and Harold Books from Gwynneth Heil
Jean Scott from Judy Scott and John Sheibley
Mike Reed from Deborah and Joseph Reed
Beatrice Drobac from Nicholas Drobac
Tom Chaffin from
In Memory of

Nancy Carr-Gordon and Jack Gordon, Art and Jeri Franzon, Kim Alexander,
Tricia and August Webber, James Briggs, Janet and Craig New, Ronald Peckham.
Julie Gusman, Robert and Carrie Kelley, Rose Gallo-Vasquez, Donna Becker,
Victoria Melendy, Susan Modic, Cynthia and William Mathews, Kevin Cottrell,
Robert Mills, Christina Wren, Kathryn Heizman, James Joyce, Pamela Greeninger,
Dirk Rosen, Karen Seroff, Glenn Westreich, Paul and Theresa Van Der Walde,
Warren Wimmer, Michael McMurry, John Leonetti, Steven Ullman,
John Vlahoyiannis, Thomas T. McCormick, Scott Gordon, St. James Law,
David Vogel and Vickie Winkler, Richard and Martha Bedal, Lois Rosenblum,
Robert Kibrick, Pillsbury Winthrop Shaw Pittman LLP, David Boudinot,
Teresa and Gregory Dorsey, Sara Rigler, Lawrence and Pamela Hoenig, Johathan and Susan Wittwer
Mandie and Carrie Wagner from Dan and Lynn Wagner
Madelyn Keller from Eliot Kalman
Charlie Gill from Mary Martin
My loving parents from Melinda Hall
Ben Mercurio and Leland Zeidler and Gordon Rhodes
from Frank and Grace Ann Verduzco
In Memory of

Jeannette Parkison and Marguerite Butterworth from William and Lynn Butterworth
Maddy Buell from Marjorie Hauser
Gail Pellerin from Mariam Stombler and Kevin Kelem
Bob Morales from Heloise Schaser
Jill Schafer from Sharon Papo
In loving memory of Valentine from Flo Labrunie
Rosemary Kowalski from Karen Kruscunas
Diane Hutchinson Gregory from Carol McGrath
Nate Ainis from Annette Robbins
Lisa, George and Fred Crone from Catherine and Andrew Orgain
Sally Anderson from James Kelly
Barbara Flynn from Joy Flynn Wall
Sally Anderson from Marty Ackerman, Sharon and Richard Brandt, Marlene Schwenne, Joyce Franzman, Edmund Fitzgerald, Donna Cornell, Susan Neal, John and Susan Guidotti
Del Humfeld from Brian and Christine Lindholm
Mary Alcorn
Ricardo Picco from John Wiley & Sons
Donald O. Nielsen from James Nielsen
Bob Cavigli from Donald and Anne Vermeil
Bertha and Donald Moberly from Adrienne Moberly
Vilaubi and Lawrence Vilaubi
In Memory of

Kit Anderton from Katherine Anderton
Marion Faulkner from Susanne Lehre
Dave Frances from Mary Anne Paul
Tarlok Kanwar from Ranjit Kanwar
Iris Harley Kirk Narlesky from Lisa and Jeff Kirk
Barbara Flynn from Diane Flynn and Joy Flynn Wall
Valentine from Flo Labrunie
Sharon Pardini from The Conte Family Foundation
Mickie Magnusson from Yong Bai
Bertha Moberly from Adrienne Moberly Vilaubi and Lawrence Vilaubi
Maggie Schneider from Barbara Mayer and David Schneider